the rocks of Navarino and Hoste islands also are
similar to those of South Georgia. In both cases they
are tightly folded in the north but become much less
folded southward. Structural observations by Drs.
de Witt and Winslow and Mr. Bruhn also were extremely valuable for comparison with their work
farther north in Tierra del Fuego.
Our field work in Chile during January, February,
and March 1974 relied on the generous support of
the ENAP. We are grateful to Sr. Eduardo Gonzalez
P., then ENAP administrator in Punta Arenas, and to
Sr. Raul Cortes R. Work from aboard Hero was
assisted by Captain Norman Deniston and his crew.
The Chilean navy was most helpful in providing sailing advice and some logistics support at Puerto
Williams, Navarino Island. The excellent guidance
and good company of our Chilean pilots, Lieutenant
Luis Allamand and Captain Jorge Zamudio, also is
warmly acknowledged.
This research was supported by National Science
Foundation grants Gv-19543 and Gv-36656.

an energy greater than 4 X 10 19 ergs. In Slichte and
Syrstad (in preparation), a precise value, 1.153 ±
0.002, is reported for the dimensionless amplitude
parameter of the fortnightly tide. A method forfinding the small phase lag (0.40° ± 0.25°) is desc bed,
which is being used to obtain the phase lag from the
more abundant data of subsequent years.
There have been no great earthquakes of magnitude
8 or more. The hope of recording free modes ^rom
such quakes at South Pole continues.
This research was supported by National Science
Foundation grant GV-2801 1.
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Gravity tides at the South Pole
L. B. SLICHTER, ERIK SYRSTAD, BERNARD JACKSON,
and WALTER ZURN
Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics
University of California
Los Angeles, California 90024
Gravity measurements at the South Pole were continued during the 1974 austral winter by Mr. Paul
Rydelek. Three reports on our research have been
prepared (Jackson and Slichter, 1974; Zurn, 1974;
Slichter and Syrstad, in preparation).
In Jackson and Slichter (1974) the amplitudes and
phases of the nine principal diurnal constituents, and
of nine semidiurnal constituents, are obtained. A record of one year's duration shows a very low noise
level (ca 0.001 uGal per cycle per hour in the 0.15
to 0.25 cycle per hour band) that precludes the
existence of a solid body inner core oscillation having
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Seismic activity in portions of mid-oceanic seisnic
belts that surround Antarctica was unusuallyFigh
during 1973. A total of 175 hypocenters were locted
south of 45°S. compared with an average of alout
120 per year for the previous 6 years. In 1972 only
109 hypocenters were located in this region. This increases the total count of hypocenters in the region
since 1958, when good control was available from
antarctic stations, to a total of 1,666.
The unusually large number of hypocenters as
augmented by a true swarm of earthquakes in he
South Sandwich Islands. It had been noted that t ere
are few aftershocks associated with large earthqu es
in this region and swarm activity had not been bserved. On November 24, 1973, a swarm of earthquakes began with a magnitude 4.6 at 55.8 S.
28.2°W. at normal depth. It continued at least ujitil
the middle of December with approximately 50
located events within a few tenths of a degree of this
location. The largest shock in the series reached otiy
magnitude 5.9.
As though to underscore the abnormality of ihe
swarm, a magnitude 7.0 earthquake occurred on the
nearby unnamed portion of the mid-oceanic ridge
system (as deduced from the trend of seismic activity)
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